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Sweden chose a different pandemic strategy than its peer nations.
- No lockdown
- Timing of pandemic-related actions (travel restrictions, social distancing)
- How parts of the healthcare system reacted to the pandemic (visitors)
- The legal framework between the Government and other actors and
- Actions taken with regard to schools.

The doubled capacity was mainly driven by the profession and locally.
continued declines from low levels despite an increased number of elderly. The decline in recent years is more driven by the economy than by medical needs.

In contrast to the conventional view of conflicting logics, medical leadership would benefit from a more integrative model of management and medicine. Marie Savage’s doctoral thesis – defence November 6th: “Medicine and management have now a clearly established value in what they together can create.”

The total number of physicians increased with 10 000 2005-2018. 65% of the increase are born abroad. The gender difference decreases.

During the period 2010 to 2017, administrators increased by 36% compared to 16% more doctors.

The area is little highlighted in the research. Patients prefer physical care visits over digital video visits, but wait times are highly valued. To avoid the spread of infection during covid-19, digital healthcare contacts have become important.

The number of doctors is increasing but the proportion who are doctors are decreasing and also a decrease at higher strategic levels.

The countries with the most hospital beds are:

- China
- United States
- India
- Brazil
- Russia

The number of hospital beds is important in healthcare planning and resource allocation. It reflects the capacity to meet healthcare needs and respond to突发性和国际性的需求.

HOSPITAL BEDS

NEW REFORM - PRIMARY HEALTH CARE

Government inquiry was presented on 1 April 2020

- A more central role and show that primary care is the hub of Swedish healthcare.
- Regular doctor contact (fast läkare)
- Regulate the number of listed patients/doctor
- Government investment to fund 1,250 GP’s until 2027

DIGITAL DOCTOR “VISITS”

- The area is little highlighted in the research.
- Patients prefer physical care visits over digital video visits, but wait times are highly valued.
- To avoid the spread of infection during covid-19, digital healthcare contacts have become important.

MEDICAL LEADERSHIP

The number of managers in healthcare is increasing but the proportion who are doctors is decreasing and also a decrease at higher strategic levels.

INCREASE IN NUMBER OF PHYSICIANS

- The total number of physicians increased with 10 000 2005-2018.
- 65% of the increase are born abroad.
- The gender difference decreases.

- More Administrators than Doctors

- Heidi Stensmyren – New WMA President?

WMA was founded in 1947. The purpose of the WMA is to serve humanity by endeavoring to achieve the highest international standards in Medical Education, Medical Science, Medical Art and Medical Ethics, and Health Care for all people in the world.

WMA will elect new president on the 30th of October 2020. The present president of the Swedish medical association is the only remaining candidate.